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ACROSS
1. Zin alternative
4. Halved
9. Dried plum
14. "You ___ here"
15. Mother of the Nereids, also Atlas's aunt, also Achilles's grandmother
16. Celebrate
17. Philosophize about the essential unity of all things?
20. Moist
21. Nightwear, briefly
22. Will topic
23. Gumbo vegetable
25. "___ boy!"
26. T-shirt-ready theory of the nature of being?
32. Act part
33. Pac. alternative
34. Gin flavorer
35. Buddy
36. Pours out
40. Indian lentil dish
41. François's friends
43. Smelter's substance
44. Melancholy peal
46. What you'd best do if you order the vichyssoise?
50. "___ the finish"
51. Like Jack Derrida or Mike Foucault
52. Fine brandy
55. Wagner
56. Chumps
60. "Well, 'Anna Christie' isn't bad...," e.g.
63. Vacillate
64. Sweat–inducing space
65. Meadow
66. Goes down a snowy declivity on a platform, for amusement
67. Trembling tree
68. Don't just imply

DOWN
1. Queen of spades, e.g.
2. Region
3. Ray
4. Spouse–creating words
5. Amateur
6. Loser of an epic siege
7. Achieves victory
8. Spanish bear
9. Jonathan Swift's Italian nickname
10. Many cars at an airport
11. Eye layer
12. Bird home
13. "Do it or ___!" (unimaginative threat).
18. Soup–eater's need
19. Prickly plant
24. Bendable leg part
25. Opposed
26. The "veni" of "veni, vidi, vici"
27. Saintly souvenir
28. Like some fiber–rich cakes
29. Bygone
30. Aims
31. Holler
32. Fight playfully
37. Mediterranean principality
38. Not Cath.
39. Read over hastily
42. Removed the peel
45. Oater prop
47. Put ____ (behave arrogantly)
48. "Let me in!"
49. Zero
52. Milk sources
53. Iridescent gem
54. Donate
55. Feathered neckwear
57. Is not well
58. "Spare me!" or "Not guilty!"
59. Dispose of, as a dragon
62. Indian bread